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I

Inti6dUCifon

'neW 'ifOlUntrtriarmed services, the retention of quaLified
a

Naval personnel has become increasingly important (Goodstadt, Korman, Romanczek,

Frey, & Glickman, 1974). Two exploratory field studies, reported below, were co

ducted to investigate the dynamics of Naval turnover and gather needed prelimi

information for concurrent laboratory job structural attribute investigations.

The first of these studies was conducted to determine the relationship among

the Naval test battery, work values job satisfaction, and job structural` attribute
2,

pr.eferences as measured by a new research instrument, the AttributeyPreference

Scale/Attribute Description Scale (APS/ADS). The secondfieldstudy was conducied

to determine the degree to which the pattern of relationships evident in the first inves-

tigation of maintenance personnel could be generalized to individuals working on

monitoring tasks. This second study also sought to determine the relationships

between the types Of jobs preferredby monitoring incumbents, job satisfactidn, and

the duration of their past and intended future Naval service. Principal consideration
/2

was given to investigating tWcorrelates of both Naval retention and incumbents'

satisfaction. Emphasis was also focused on clarifying the typical pattern of char..t

acteristics possessed by individuals who scored well on the Naval Test Battery.

Methods

Subjects in the first fild study were 46 male nonsupervisory Naval maintenance

personnel. The subjects for the second field study consisted of 23 male Naval monitoring

/ I

1



(Sonar qnd radar operatOrs) and slectronics.pers_on . Participants in the first field
,)

study completed the Job Descriptive Index (JD , the. vey of Work Values (SiVV),

and the APS/ADS.
.

subjects in the second l field ;study completed the following
.

'15-i4Ittery of.tests and survey InStruine

1. Attribute Prefpre ed Scale/Attribute Desc\ iption Scale (APS/ADS) ."

2, Job Descriptiv Index (.7DI)

3. Biographical Information Blank (BIB)

4. Survey of Work Values (SWV)

.5. Maudsley Personality Inventory (MPI)
f

6. Future Autobiography (FAB)
v

A description of eiClio,f theSe.'inStruments follows.:

The APS/ADS wis designed to measure 't,,,Aro. variables:
. .-

1. Worker preferences for job attributes,

2. 'Worker descriptions of their current jobs.

/.

Consistent with Pervin's (1968) argument, theseimeasures o /both individual prefere-ces
,

1

.. t /., i\ the task were expres ed, in-terms of the same set of atributes. These attri utes. .:-.

.,,
.

i
. .

. ,

had previous been determined to be among the.most important for Naval monitoring

and maint nanc operAtions. Only workers' preferences for jOb attributes, were measured

\ / /.
in the first field dA t that time, developmental efforts were underway. to refine the

\,

/

instrument and'determine its reliability. Inthe second field study; both measures of

orkers' preferences for job attributes and incumbents' ,descriptions of their curren

s were obtaihed.

An extensiv'eiterature review and 'examination of Naval job descriptions,
lig

with a\content atialySis of 'interviews with approximately 20 Naval personnel, produced
. \

13
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a list of 24 critical job attributes relevant to monitoring and maintenance tasks.

This list was further reduced to two, groups of four attributes each for monitoring

and maintenance jobs. The selection of the four attributes most critiCal.top-main-
1

. .

tenance operations was accomplished through further analygis of these jobs ipcluding
..

interviews w ith incumbents and a survey of Naval maintenance personnel. The attri

butes chosen were variety, closure, independence, and learning new skiffs. The

fQ\ur most important attributes for monitoring jobs were selected on the basis of a

summarization Of past literature and included variety, independence, responsibility,

and job com plexity. The items selected to represent each of these attributes were

chosen from a pool developed through the use of a Smith and Kendall (1963) retransla-

tion procedure.; The items selected were then built into paragraph-long job descrip-

tions of potential monitoring and maintenance tasks The amount of each a ibute

represented in the job descriptions was varied by injecting scaled expressi ns of

frequency, the values of which had been previously dcterminqd (Bast, .Cascio, and
41,

O'Connor, 1974). Using high and low expressions in each item, two sets of descrip-

tions were developed, one for monitoring and one for maintenance tasks. Each of

these contained 16 job descriptions. Alternate forms of each set of descriptions ti

were' also d eveloped. Emplozing five subjects for maintenance and six for monitoring,

alternate forms reliabilities of .89 and .81 respectively were obtained in pretesting of

the instruments. The maintenance package, when first used in the field to assess the

job attribute preferences of 50 Naval maintenance personnel, had an alternative forms

reliability of .31. Administration and scoring of the APS/ADS is discussed in Appendix

A.
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, .. .1. 6 . /.. F

The,,Job Descriptive Inde (J,DI)
.

is a
carefal.

ly reseai'ched, 111 -doc/m nted

. , ,.
instrument developed to measure satisfaction, with fiNr.e facets of jobs. Included are

; -
the work itself.pay, opportunities, for promotion, supervision, and co-workers

..,..(Smidt,..Kendall'& HV.0, 2969). Thi.s,72ritem. instrument has 'demonstrated sails-
.

'.. . '
. ....

factory convergent Ad discriminant valitlity. Reported internal. Consistency iella-
.. . ..... . .

1

, .

bilities.cairected to fti,11 length by the Spearman -grown formula iange from .,80 ,td
,

1.41?° ,
. ; '10.. ;..88. for the five scales ( Smith et al., 1969)..

'.
.

11',

. TheISiogrphical.Inforinatiou ank (Aploe ix B),is a 3S-item Cluestionnaire
, r .

measuring career motivation, per onal relations, personal effort, and self-confidencf.
.

..'
. , . .. . :, -

This instrument was developed based on Albright and Glennon's (1966) catalog of life , `,,,
.

4

history items. Also includedwere items designed to determine the ,length of pasts
'..
.

Naval service and intended length of future,Naval service.
e ," Ca

.

Si

'

,.

The Survey of Work Values (SWV)' is a 54-item research instrument which
.

c,

measures a number of dimensions of the "Protestant Ethic" related to the meaning
.g,

an individual attaches fo his' role. at work (Wollack, Goodale, Wijting & Smith, 1971).,

Individuals are asked to express their strength of agreement or disagreement with

,statements dealingi(vith certain intrinsic and extrinsic values of work. Trois instil,.
.7 e

ment has met some of the common criteria for construct validity. Internal consistency

reliabilities for the sub - scales range between,. 53 and .66, fhile re- test- reliabilities

range from .65 to .71.

The Matrdsley Personality Inventoiy (MN), developed by 31.senck (1959), ,ProVidps-
.

a short 48-iteminstrument measuring the two dimensiokls of extr rsfon a nd neuroticism.

These MPI scales have been shown to correlate with other scales proporting to

a

1
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mqasure the dimensions of extraversion -int version and neurotibism-stability

app, 1962). With test retest reliabilities repbrted between .7 and .9 and a
.

wide range of norms ,available, this research instrument has been shown to corre-
- 4 . /if t

late with a variety of phenomena'in such fields as attitudes and perceptual and

motor learning ,(Knapp, 1962),

In the Fulue Autobiography, subjects' protocols describing future life expect-
.

ancies are evaluated in terms of the diinensions: differentiattan, demand, and

agency (Ezekiel, 1968). Ratings are made on seven- point scales. Differentiation
A

provides an index of how definite, detailed, and complex a future life pattern the
*t;

subject envisions whilede;aandis a measure of the degree of effort and challenge
e-
, .1. if

. 41. .

the ter's presented life plan.5' will require.' In additionho the scorer's evaluation

of the deinand involved, attempts are made to determine, from the protocol, how
, _.

demanding the writer ihimselfenvisions this future life to be. Agency is an index of

the writer's belief that he is an active agent in shaping his own future as opposed to

I

nr. 4

being passiyely controlled by others. In the present study, ,interrater reliabilities
;

for differentiation, demand, and agency were .80, .66, and .72, respectively.

In, addition to the measurekoutlined above, basic Naval Test Battery data were

obtained for the subjects involved in these two field studies. A correlational approach

was employed in the analysis of these measures. Special emphasis was given to pre-

diction.of the way individuals view their jobs and to the duration of Naval tenure.

Results

,

Issues involving the retention of qualifiedNaval personnel have received primary

_consideration during our analyses.* The relationships of tenure with current job attri-

r

s
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preferied job attributes, and the absolute differences between current and pre-

ferred attributes are presented in the first three tables. Table 1 indicates that

while the described task attributes of an incumbent's present job are related to

the duration of past Naval service, no significant relationships exist with intended

future Naval service for sonar, radar, and electronics personnel.

Table 1

Sonar, Radar and Electronics PerSonnel:,

Relationship Between Eength of Naval Retention and

The Attribute Description Scale (ADS) a

Past Naval Intended Future
ADS Attributes Service Naval Service.

Responsibili .28

Variety .21

Independepce

Job Complexity N

.37*

.18

Total ADS . -.43*

.03

08

.10

.01

.15

J

Note. Abbreviation: 'total ADS = sum f responsibility, variety,

independence and Job complexity in current job.

a n= 30.

* RC. . 05 .



Table 2 shows the relationship between length of Naval retention and preference

for job attributes. There were no significant r0.ationships for the 29 subjects
4 -

between the attributes preferred and Naval retention.

Table 2

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Peisornel:

Relationships Between Length of Naval Retention and

Attribute Preference Scale (APS) a

APS Attributes
Past Naval

Service
Intended Future
Naval Service

Responsibility -..12 -.01

Variety .27 .09

c3Independence -.16 -.05

Job Complexity . -.11 -.06

Total APS ----- -.07 -,02

Note. Abbreviation: Total APS = sum of expressed preferences for

responsibility, variety, i_Oende-g-e- and jpb complexity.

a
n 29 .

VD'

5
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One significant relationship is evident, however, when'Naval tenure is related

to the absolute discrepancies between ADS and APS Scores. In particular, Table 3

shows that, for the attribute of independence, congruence between preferences and

descriptions increases with the length of past Na'val service. Measures of central
.--

telidency and dispersion for the APS/ADS are presented in Appendix C.

Table 3

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel: ,

\
Relationships Between the Absolute Values of Described

4.
41/ %

Minus. Preferred Job Structural Attributes" and Length of Naval Retentiona

Attributes
Past Naval

Servic6
Intended Future

/ Naval Service

Responsibility .12 -.08
IADS -APS i

Variety .09 -.12
IADS-APS I

.

Independence -.47** . -.29
IADS-APS I

Job Complexity -.447 -.07
'ADS-APS! -

Total Job Structural Attributes -.19 -.22
IADS-APS I

Note. Abbreviation: Total Job Structural Attributes = sum of absolute

differences in responsibility, variety, independence and job complexity.

an== 29.

. . *2<.05.

**2<.01. ,
ke
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In examining the issues surrounding Naval turnover, it was found that several

indNidual characteristics appeared to be related to tenure. Table 4 shows the rela-

tionship between the ability and aptitude tests of the Naval Test Battery and length of

past and future retention. High levels of verbal aptitude are ctive of short

dUrations of intended future Naval service. Likewise, those individuals with better

clerical skills indicate shorter past and intended future Naval retention. Examina-

tion of Table 4 suggests that, in general, those with high aptitudes plan more limited
. -

Naval tenure. This pattern reverses itself only in the case of higher mechanical

. -

understanding. This overall interpretation is simply suggestive, however, since

only three of the relationship's are significant. A larger sample size would be required

to confirm this tentative-generalization.

Table 4

Sonar, Radar,' and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between Naval Teat Battery and Length of Naval Retention

Past Naval
Service

Intended Future
Naval Servi

a Arith &a MechbClericalb Sonars Radard
". Af-- f

GCT

-.43*

Reason Under Skills Scale

-.147\

-,11

4

.31

:11

-.45*

.-.43*

.04

-.40

Scale, ETST Selcrit

-.34 -.07 -.16

-.41 J-.25 -.33

Note. Abbreviations: GCT =.yerbal aptitude; Arith Reason = Arithmetic
and Reasoning; Mech Under = mechanical understanding; ETST = main selection test for
all electronics technicians, fire control, computer and ''scientific" personnel; Selcrit =4
linear composite of Naval selection tests with ETST given a double weight.

V

a = 29; b n = 28; c n = 17; d n = 16; e n = 27; f n = 15.
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Retention also is related to autobiographical dimensiots as shown in Table 5,

Both differentiation and agency were significantly related to intended future Naval

service. This indicates that those individuals who can describe their futures most

explicitly and perceive themselves as taking a more active role in shaping thdir future

work lives are.1a-st likely to intend to continue on in Naval service. Interestingly,

however, those individuals who perceive the selves as taking an active role' in
1

aping their future lives have-remained in the service significantly longer. It is

that an initial period of work in the Navy is perceived as being benogficial

ne to deal with the outside world.

Table 5

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:
ki

Relationships Between Future Autobiography Sc;les and

Length of Naval Retention

Past 'Naval

Differentiation Demand Agency

Service .21 .27 r .38*

Intended Future:,
Naval Service -.45** -.27 -.47**

**p_< .01.

o

4
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Table 6 presents the relationships between Naval retention an*the Survey of

Work Values. The only significant relationships indicate that past tenure was

associated with high levels of activity preference and pride in work.

4

Table 6

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between Survey of Work Values and

Length of Naval Retention a

Attitude Social Activity Job Pride
Toward Status Upward Pref-, Involve- in Intrin Extrin
Earnings of Job Striving erence ment Work Orient Orient

Past Naval
Service -.04 -.08 .03 .37* .02 .46** .33

1Intended Future
Naval Service .14 .11 .26 .03 .09 .18 .12 .16

Note. Abbreviation: Intrin Orient = intrinsic orientation computed as the

sum of the activity preference, job involvement and pride in, work scales;

xtrin Orient = extrinsic orientation computed as the sgm of the attitude toward

earnings and social status of job Scales.

a n =29.-

*p.4.05.

Ai*

7 .14
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Analyses indicate that Naval tenure displays a consistent pattern of relationships

with individual differences in personal relations and extraversion. When biographical

information is considered in Table 7, Naval retention is found to be_associated with

personal relations. Consistently, those individuals whose lives have demonstrated a

concern with personal relations report shorter past. and intended futtire Naval tenure.

Table 7

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel :
4 Mv. a

Relationships Between Length of Naval Retention and Biographical Information

Career
Motivation

Personal
Relations

Personal
Effort

Self
Confidence

Past
Naval
Service

Intended
Future
Naval Service

.23

4,
_t:4,..3F,

-.37*

-.36*

.17

.22 ,

al11110..

.18

-.01

a
n 130.

* 2*. 05 .

r.

.;
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The findings in-Table 7 concerning personal relations are consistent with
s....

o

the results presented in Table 8. Examination of Table 8 indicates that those

. higher on the extraversion dimension plan to remain in the Navy for a shorter

period o time.

.

Table 8

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between Maudsley Personality Inventory and Length of Naval Retentiona

.

Slitraversion Neuroticism

Past Naval
Service -.21 -.27

Intended Future
Naval Service -.42* .27

I

a
n =124.
-._-

* 2< .05 .

P

r 1.

.
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The importance of satisfaction with both The work itself and supervision is

illustrated in Table 9. Those individuals who are most Satisfied with the work

itself and other facets of thelic, including promotions, superVision, and co-workers

indicate longer intended future Naval service. Satisfaction with both supervision

and the work itself stand out as being most sIgnificantly related to Naval retention.

Table 9

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between Job Descriptive Index and Length of Naval Retention4

Work Co- Total_
Itself pay. Promotions Supervision Workers Description

Past Naval
Service .28 .12 .06

Intended
Future Naval .49**. .25 .43*
Service

58*** .05 .30

.46** .574s**

Note. Abbreviation: Total Description = sum of work itself, pay,

promotions, supervision, anti co-worker scales.

a n=

*2.4..05,

**2.<.01-.

*** g <.001
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Given the relationship between Naval retention and job satisfaction, further

research focused on clarifying the job attributes and individual differences asso-

ciated with satisfaction. The relationships between preferences for job attributes

and satisfaction with several facets of the present job are shown in Table 10 for

the maintenance personnel. Significant positive relationships exist between

preference for learning new skills and satisfaction with the W9rk itself, supervision,

and co-workers. The reverse, however, is true for two.of the three significant

relationships when varietyis considered. Specifically, the preference for variety

is negatively related to satisfaction with the work itself and supervision. This could

be interpreted as an indication that present maintenance jobs allow the learning of

new skills,' but.have relatively little v.

Table 0

Maintenance Personnel :

'Relationships Between Job Descriptive Index and Attribute preference Scale (APS)a

APS Work

Learning ...
%

New Skills .44**

Variety -.9**

'Independence '/
Closuie:... ...02

Total APS .05

7 / Co- Total
Attributes Itself' pa PrOmoticns Supervision Workers Description

.

1

.08 .40* .32* .41**

.37* -.44** \ -.04 ' -.38**

7.22 .11 -.132 -.19'

.34* . .-.I3 -.01 .02
-.

-.'01 01 -.14 :09 -.GI

Note. Abbreviations: Total APS = sum of expressed preferences for
'learning new skills, variety, independe4ce and closure; Total Description = sum of
work itself, pay, promotions, supervis'bn, and-co-worker scales. .

an= 46. *2< . 0 . **2.< . 01.
23
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The degree to which this pattern of relaelmships between preferences for

,
job structural attributes and job

/
satisfaction can be generalized from maintenance

'incumbents to sonar, radar, and electronics personnel is examined in Table 11.

For this latter group, it is y vide nt that preferences for relevant attributes are

not predictive of satisfaction with current Naval jobs. Further investigation will

be necessary to clarify the circumstances -under which preferences for job related

attributes are predictive of incumbents' positive attitudes. It is possible that these

positive views vary with the type of task under investigation, the job attributes

found to be most imPortant in the performance of this work, or the interaction of

these factors.

Table 11

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships B= een Job Descriptive Index and Attribute Preference Scale (APS)a

/ Work 7 '4 .
..

/ .
Co- Total

APS'Attributes Itself / pay Promotions Satisfaction Workers Description
/li

" Responsibility

/
Variety

Independence

Job Complexity

Total APS
, ---.

.26 .28.28 .09 ..18 .24 .28
.

-.08 . -.03 .20 .21 .02 .10

-.12 .10 .02 .02 - .27 .07

'-.08 :'.23 -705 -.26 -.06 -.06

.03 .33 ,.14 .10 : 27 '.24

, -

'Note., Abbreviations: /Total APS = sum of expres re e.nces for

respbdsibility, yariety, independence and jolt complexity; Total Description =

s" SUM of work itself, pay, promotions, satisfa tion and co-workers scales.

a

1



In contrast to the i ividual preference prOsented in able 11, Table 1
-'/

indicates a pattern of strong positive relati?nships between satisfaction with so ar,,/

radar, and electronics jobs and the description of these asks in terms of the foir

relevant job attributes under investigation. It is erdent from Table 12 :t.the

presence of the attributes is most often signii antly related to satisfac ion with

the work itself and supervision. It sho

scales which correlated signifi7ftly wits' aval retention in T ble 9.

be noted that'these are the same two

Table 12

Sonar,/Radar,, and Electr nics Personnel:.

Relationships Between Job Descriptive Index and the Attribute Description Scale (ADS)a

ADS Attributes
Work.
Itself

Responsibility/ .34

Variety .36*

Independence .50**

Job Complexity .18

Total ADS .57***

pay, Promotions
Co-

.Supervision Workers

.
.26 (.05'. .44* .19

.08 -.08 .35*It .11

.34. -.07 .38* .11

.38* .16 .02 -.01

.44* .03 .47** .15

Total
Description

.33

.23

..32

d.20

44*

Note. Abbreviations: Total ADS = sum of respAsibility, variety,

independence, and job complexity in current job; Total Description = sum
.

of work itself,' pay, promot,ions, supervision, and co-workers scales.
-

a n = 30.



Tables. 11 an howea 'separately the relations

job satisfacr Table 13 portrays how the co

is rela positive job attitudes. In each, c

,

18 .

ips of the APS and ADS, with

ence between the ADS. diAPS

se, the significant elatiOnships indi-

cate that the closer the individual's descriPtion of his pre,sent job is to the attributes

he prefers, the more Satisfied he will be With his current job experience. While

there are more significant relationships using this conceptualization than employing

the ADS alone, further research will be required to determine the additional value

gained by this approach as opposed to'fa. pure description of the job attributes.

Table 13

Sonar, Radar and Electrbnics Personnel:

Relationships fietween the /Absolute Values of DeScribed Minus
.

Preferred J

esponibility
105-A PSI

Variety
IADS-APSI /

Independence
A ADS-APSI

Job Complexity
IADS:APS4

TOtal:J,0b Structiral
Attributes

IADS-APSI

cliffereneeS

Structural ttributes and the Job Descriptive ,Indexj,K

.Work
Itsel ;pay Promotions

lA

To
Supervision. Workerti iption

25'

D 4

I /

-.39* -.05

-. 1** -.45:k . '7.15
I

.

-.30 ',. AO* . --0.7
... 7!

w

'...554c q -.52** . ,-.17
i

-.08
. -.

-.14 .

.-.12

-..49** -.23

-.01 .22 /

-.37*, -.1
Ns

/7

Note, A breviationsz,3otgl Job Structural A
in responsibility, ,variety, independence; an

n - ,"":24.05;.

ra

4

- 2

-.48**;
ir

tribute./.= sum C'T absolute
job complexity.-

)1"< .01.



-4-Tables 4 through 9 depicted impOrtant relationships b1ween individual

characteristics and length of Naval tenure. As shown in Tables 14 and 15,

job satisfaction is also associated with individual differences among incumbents

in scores on the Naval test battery.

AI

Work ,Itself

Pay
.-

Promotions

Supervision

Co-Workers

Total
De scription

Table 14

Mainnce Personnel:

Relationships Between Naval'Tesi Battery and

Job DescriptivekIndex a

GCT a
Mech a Cleric a
Under Skills

-.19- .38* -.02 _ -.08

-.04 .09 -.04 .17
.

:-.02 .17 -.15 -.19

-.09 .39** .11 -.36*,

. O'V , 08 .03 -.07

-.08 .34* -.03 -.18

t
Sonar

b
adio-c G

..

"19

2
Seal Scale ETST d Selcrit d-7-

,.07

.17

-.05

-.32*

-.10

.13

-.07

-.08
.,-

.0.1 N.

0
-.10 -.08 -.13

-.32* .07 -.18.

-.03. .26 .03

-.26 .02 -.11

Note. Abbreviations: (CT = verbal aptitude; Arith & Reason = arithmetic
and reasoning; Mech Under = mechanical understanding; ETST = main selection. test for all
electronic's technicians, fire control, and "scientific" personnel; Selcrit = linear composite
of Naval selection tests with ETST given a double weight; Total Description = sum of work
itself, pay, promotions, supervision, 6.nd co-workers scales.

a b dn = 45; n = 42; c n = 39; do =37.. _



Tabies 14 and 15 show relationships between the Naval test battery and facets

of job satis was investigated in. the two samples. Two interesting findings ,

appear which are not easily explainable. For each sample, satisfaction with

supervision is negatively related to both clerical skills and radio skills. In other

words, those who scored higher on the clerical scales and the radio scales' were

c

least satisfied with supervision. Other results are mixed and may be due to sample

differences.
15

Sonar, Radar and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between Naval Test Battery and Job Desciiiiive Index

A 4 Arith R,z
a

Mech
b

Cleric b SorinCe Radio
.

JDI GCTa Reason . Under Skills Scale Scale ETST e Selcrit
f

Work Itself -.43* -.33 -.07 -.52** -.35 -.44 -.44-*'- -.61**

Pay .00 .24 .22 .09# .32 -.40 .3,0 .19

Promotions -.22 -.18 .08 -.18 .08 -.42 '/34\ -.28
Supervision --'.38* -.30 .06 -.52** -.23 - -.51* L .41* . 57*

Co-Workers -.12 -.11. -.04 -.01 -.28 -.68** -.34 -.32

Total -.32 -.19 .07 -.32 -.12 -.66** -.40* -.44
Description -.. .

Note. Abbreviations: GCT =verbal aptitude; Arith & Reason = arithmetic and

reasoning; Mech Under = mechanical understanding; ETST = main selection test for all

electronics technicians, fire confrol, computer and "scientific" personnel; Selcrit -7- linear

composite of Naial selection tests with ETST giyen a double weight; Total Description =

sum of work itself, pay, promotions, supervision, and co-workers scales.

a 09; b
_ =

L'
=

,,o; c it, d = 16; e n = 244 f n =15.
*2.4.05; **

28
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When job satisfaction and biographicaLinfortnation are examined in Table 16,

several important associations beconie apparent. Perhaps *most important are the

positive relationships found between career motivation and boththe work itself and

upervision. The data also indicate that those incumbents whose past biographical

histories demonstrate high levels of personal effort express the greatest work and

overall job satisfaction while those demonstrating high interest in personal relations

indicate low satisfaction with both supervision and Co-workers.

Table 16

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between Job Descriptive Index and Biographical Informationa-

Career

Work
Itself pa. 'Promotions Supervision

Co-
Workers

N.;

Total
Dgscription

MOtivation .48** -.22 .19 .52** .30 .34

Personal .
1

Relations -.13 -.08 -.14 -.46** 7.36* -.31

Personal
Effort .40* .29 ..33 .26 .01 .37*

.71

: Self- -
Confidence -.'07 .03; -.16 .09 -.10 , -,06

Not reviation: 'Total Description = sum of work itself, pay,

promotions, supervision, nd co-workers scales.

a n = 30.

*R<.05.

** p.< .01 .
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Consistent with earlier results depicted in Table 8, Table 17 shows that

those who are high in extraversion tend to be least satisfied with their Naval tasks. joir

The negitive a4sociation between extraversion and pay, however, is the only rela-

tionship in Table 17 which reached sighificance.

Table 17

. Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Per-sonnel:

Relationships Between Job Descriptive Index and Maudsley Personality Inventory

Work Co- Total
Itself Lay Promotion &s'''.;-------aervision Workers Description

Extra-
version

-.15 -.49* -.26 -.08 -.05 -.29

Neuroticism ,33 .36 .10 .02 .00 .22

Note. Total Description = sum of work itself, pay, promotions,

supervisioh, and co-workers scales.

a
n = 24.

* p.< . 05.
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'Tables 4, 14, and 15 have generally indicated a pattern of negative relation -,

ships between Naval Test Battery scores and both retention and incumbent job

satisfaCtion. Tables 18 through 20 are presented below to clarify further the

typical pattern of characteristics of individuals scoring well .on the Naval Test

Battery.

4 consistent configuration of results is evident in Table 18. For all significant

relationships, those scoring higher on the Naval Test Battery display greater dis-.

crepancieS between preferences for attributes and the way they describe their Naval.
tasks in terms othese same attributes. This pattern is most apparent for the

,

Radio Scale where greater aptitudes consistently are associated with less congruence

between preferred and described job structural attributes.

. ui

e.
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Table ,8

Sonar, Radar, and Electronics Personnel:

Relationships Between the Absolute Values of Described

Minus Preferred Job Structural Attributes and the Naval Test Battery

Responsibility
IADS-APS1

Variety
AbbS=APSI

Independence
IADS-APSF

Job Complexity
lADS-APSI

Total Job
Structural
Attributes

IADS-APS1

Ta

-.12

.38*

.17

.24

.28

Arith &a Mechb
Reason Under

Clericalb
Sonarc

Skills Scale
Radiod
Scale ETSTe Selcritf

-.22

.12

.06

-.06

-.00

.21

.20

.07

-.30

.08

-.24

.05

.04.

.23

.04

.10

.29

-.03

.56*

-.04

.03

.53*

.69**

.11

.56*

-.03

.32

.28

X65

.27

-.01

56*

.46

-.15

.38

C

Note. Abbreviations: GCT = Verbal aptitude; Arith Reason = arithmetic

and reasoning; Mech Under = mechanicaltunderstanding; ETST = main selection

test for all electronics technicians, fire control, computer-,and "scientific"

personnel; Selcrit = linear composite of Naval selection tests with ETST given

a double weight; Total Job Structural Attributes = sum of absolute differences in

responsibility, variety, independence, and job complexity.

jp n = 28; c n = 17; d n = 16; e n.= 24; f n = 15.

*2<.,05.

**2<.01.

r
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There are also significant relationships among the aptitudes measured
,

by the Naval Test Battery and the Survey of Work Values as shown in Table 19. The

relationships are typically negative between the various constructs. This pattern is

particularly evident in the relationships of extrinsic orientation to the ability measures:

The one exception to this trend is mechanical understanding where relationships tend

to be positive between this ability measure and the value scales. A similar reversal

was noted earlier in fable 4.

a
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Table 19

Sonar, Radar and EleCtronics Personnel:

Relationship's Between Naval Test Battery and Survey of Work Values

1.
Attitude
Toward

a Arith &a
GCT Reason

Mechb
Under

Earnings -.61**1; -.37* -.02

Social
Status
of Job -._39* -.03 -.01

Upward
Striving -.131 ,.- -.10 .29

Activity
Preference -.12 -.19 .45*

Job In-
volvement -.20 , -.12 .43*

Pride in
Work -.14 -.16 .12

Intrin
Orient

-.18. -.19 .41*

Extrin -.63*** -.25 -.02
Orient

Clericalb Sonarc Radiod:
Skills

=.17

.03

-.15

-.08

Scale Scale' ETSTe Selcrit f

-.26 -.34 -.43* -.59*

-.11 -.39 -.42* -.3t

-.21 -.21 =.19 -.19

.4Z -.11 -.14 .13

I

Slt -.02 -.20 .14

.19 -.04

-.09 .10

-.20 -.42 -.55ft* -.52*

ote. Abbreviations: GCT ='verbal aptitude; Arith &
reasoning; Mech Under = mechanical understanding; ETST =
electronics technicians, fire control, computr, and "scien
composite of Naval selection tests with ETSt given a: double
orientition cbmputed as the "sum of the acitivity preference,
work scales; Extrin Orient = extrinsic orientation computed
towards earnings and social status of job scales.

Reason = arithmetic and
main selection test for all
,tific" personnel; Selcrit = linear
weight; Intrin Orient =intrinsic
job involvement and pride in
as the sum of the attitude

a n = 29; b n = 28; c n = 17;* d n =16; e n =24; f n 15:

1

I
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While Table 19 showed the relationship for tie Naval test battery and the Survey

of Work Values for sonar, radar, and electronics personnel, Table 20 shows these

same relationships for maintenance personnel. While again the significant relation-
/

ships are typically negative, they are not as strong as Was true in the moni-

toring sample. Also, whereas mechanical understanding was positively related

to the value- scales for sonar, radar, and electrOnics personnel, these relationships

are negative for maintenance pei.sonnel.

0



Table 20

Maintenance Personnel:

Relationships Between Naval Test Battery and

Survey of Work Values

GCTa
Alq.11i &a -Mech

a
Clerica31

a
Sonar Radio

Attitude
Towards
Earnings -.25

Social
;Status
of Job -.21

Upward
Striving -.40**

Activity
Preference-.03

,

Job In-
volvement -.06-

Reason Under

-.01 -.26

.05 --.30*

.04 -.34*

.0T .08

.12 .09

Pride in
Work .04 -716

Intrin
Orient

.03 .13

ctrija -.28 .03
Orientation

Skills Scale Scale ETST
d

-.13 -.25

-.23 -.23 -.14 -.34*

-.36* .11 -.13 -.21 .

.02' .19 .14

-.48 8 .16 . ___--='.02 .04
--

.13 -.12 .22x .15

-:34* -.32*

. 0 0

-.28 -.16 -.37*

Note: Abbreviations: GCT = vei.bal aptitude; Arith & Reason = arithmetic and
reasoning; Mech Under = mechanical understanding; ETST = main selection test for all
electronics technicians, fire control, computff t and "scientific" ersonnel; Selcrit = linear
compoSite of Naval selection tests with ETST given a double.weight; Intrin Orient = intrinsic
orientation computed as the sum of the activity preference, job involvement, and pride in
work scales; Extrin Orient = extrinsic orientation computed as the sum pf the'attitude towards
earnings and social status of job scales.

a
n = 45;

b
n = 42; n = d n = 37.;

*2<.05.

lc* p'<.01. .

0
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D scuss on

Two major recent review articles a dealt with the topic of individual

factors and employee turnover. Schuh (1967) focused upon the use of a

tests as predi rs of employee tenure. A more recent review by Port -r and
/,

employed a broader framework in examining this probleni within the

context-of four organizationalevels.

Schuh (1967) found that both intelligence tests and specific aptitude tests,

related to the criteria of turnover, resulted/in extremely mixed results var ng from

positive to negative relationships depending upon the specific study citep. In the

present investigation, results indicated that the higher the general or specific aptitude

test scores of Navy monitoring personnel, the:lower the expressed intention to con--

tinue Navy service. 1

One of the strongest retention related findings of past literature reviews is

the consistent relationship between job satisfaction and tenure. For example, Kraut

(1975) found for 911 salesmen that satisfaction with the work itself was of major

importance in determining intent to remain with the organization while attitude

-- .towards pay did not predict retention. For the monitoring personnel inves,tigated,
--- --

the expected positive relationships were,confirmed on four of the-JDI scals. The

sole exception was the pay scale which was not significantly related to future Naval

service. /
.

The lack of consistent relationships between aptitude measures and job satis-

faction is'exempli,fied by contrasting results based On Naval
,
monitoring and main-

tenance personnel( For example, there is a reversal between the two groups with
/

work satisfaction being negatively related to arithmetic and reasoning skills for .



I

monitoring personnel, but positively related for the mainte nee personnel., It is

difficult to explain why these sorts of reversals should occur...\ A similar quandary,
-

exists,wlien %ye try to understand why no consistent relationshiP\s are apparent.

between/vat-foils aptitude scores and tenure within the organization. It is etrident

at there may be organizational) actors operating at different levels which, although

not yet identified, tend-to moderate the obtained relationships between ability

measures and both job descriptions iind tenure within organizations. It seems

reasonable to speculate that perhaps an improved taxonomy of organizations
.z

accounting for such variance might be developed based upon a conceptualization

which takes into account the interaction of individual ability measures 9.0 task

characteristics, For example, one might believe that -in a relatively

requiring utilization of abilities valued by the incumbent that positive

would

difficult task

relationships

,- -exist between ability scales and both job satisfactiodand -organizational reten-

tion. Validating the accuracy of such a framework would provide obvious advanta7

to those interested

trained personnel.

in redesigning jobs to achieve desired increases in the ure of

Partial insight into the possible organizational f ctors which

might moderate these re ionships between abilities and outcomes has been provided

relating organizational climate to the success of life insuranceby recent resear

agencies (Schneider, 1974).

The future work autobiography was administered to the ,Naval monitoring

personnel in the hopes of providing a broader perspective for investigating some

of the job related factors predictive of future Naval retention. Consistent strong

negative relationships were found between the Future Autobiography Scales and

intended future Naval service. Only the demand scale fell short of significance.

G
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These results i mate that those individuals who wish to have kmore complex,
- . i( ,,,

different' ed worknole in the future and those who see themselves as instrumental

o

in' velopih theircarsH --eerOppociunixties pr'an a shorter duration of future Naval,/ ...../
417_,

ser Vic p.-.-- - ,

v' ---- - ,,
Ii When ne considers the common stereotype Of-a military organization, the/ ,

-,

above results are not turpriSing. T interesting ves,tion for further research,/
6

however, will be to determine if these patterns can be reversed. Specifically,
../

4

investigations shoed dibe towards de,nmining if the provision of increasingly
z

/-*

. .
/

confplex jobs and the placement of diyidualsVi- growth more within their own hands,
///I

will l result in a reversal in the observed relationships between the future auto-

1

/biography scales and organizational tenures -

A negative relationship was foe between in t/ended future Naval service dnd

z
the MPI Extraversion Scale. This finding is consistent with otheristudies in the

literature in indicating that those higher in sociability tended to have shorter tenure

within an organization-(MacKinney & Wolin, 1960). The spedially developed Bio-
fry-

graphical Information Stale 'on personal relations also confirmed this generalizatiOn

x

that those higher on sociability were more apt to leave the organization.

Past research bb Turner and Lawrence (1965) andlla_okman and Lawler (1971)

indicates that there is a positive relationship between various job Content factors and

job satisfaction. This finding was strongly supported by the present research with

Naval monitoring perSonnel. The Attribute Description Scales of variety and inde-

pendence were both significantly i''elated to satisfaction with the work itseLf,as

measured by the Job Descriptive Index. Significant positive relationships were 4

.

/

1.
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also found between satisfaction with supervisidn and both the responsibility and

independence dimensio*. 4

°.

The.APS/ADS allows one to look at the difference between an individual's
. . .

preferences for job Structural attributes and how he describesMs current job
,

. /h
I"1., in terms of those attributes. inhe current investigation, abSolute differences

) ,..

were related to incumbents,' satisfaction with several facets of their. jobs. For

both'independenp arid variety, significant negative relationships were found with

«work satisfaction, indidating that those persons who see a greater inoongruen e

between preferred and described job 'attributes ire less satisfied with.t3ie),r work.

Thus, the present study adds a newAilimension to previous research on orrelates,

of job satisfaction in Naval environments ,(McDonald & Gunderson,
4

onstrating the importance of job structural attributes to satisfac on. - ,

74) by/ciem-

.
Prvi6Us investigators, such as HerZbert (1966), hav,e ally Made an

assumption that no relations)up exists between abil ty me,asures and either,

work valties or job structural attributed. The present Study shows that therefis a ,
/'strong relationship between ability (especially verb aptitude) and both igoik valus

.

and perceiyed discrepancies in some job1structural 'attributes. This finding has
1 / '"

. .
implications for a wide'range.of job reaesIgn-pro'gram

s . . .
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Appendix A

Description of APS/ADS Scoring System

Naval perso I were presented with instruction sheets, sixteen randomized

job descriptions, a -tle response sheets shostn in Appendices A I through A VIII.

Each individual completed the APS/ADS twice, first ranking the job descriptions

to indicate his relative preferences for these sixteen tasks (APS) and then ranking

the descriptions in order from those that best describe his current job to those

which are least descriptive of that __!.ork (ADS). T e two presentations of the

APS/ADS were separated in ti owed different instructions (Appendix

vs. A II), and employed alternate randomized forms of the sixteen job descriptions

presented in Appendices A IIj and A IV. Each job description was identified by a

classification number. While the instructions. and answer recording sheets were

the same for both monitoring and maintenance personnel, the four task attributes

employed to build the job descriptions (Appendices ADI and A IV) were

specifically for each task based on literature review and pilot research results.

The four job structural attributes built into the monitoring job descriptions were:

responsibility, variety, independence and job complexity. The four task attributes

presented fn the maintenance job descriptions were: learning new

independence and closure. -

The job.description rankings (Appendices A V and A VI) were later transferred

by researchers tea the formatstshown. in Appendices A VII and A VIII. This trans-

formation provided, for each individual, a list of the rank values assigned to each

Job description. These filial rankings were then scored by a specially written com-.

program de aped to determine total preferred and described yalues for each

4

c'e

.
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of the job attributes. Individual attribute scores were computed as follows. The

rank assigned to each job description was multiplied by 0 or 1 depending upon

each attribute's presence (1) or absence (0) in the job descriptipn.. These products

were then summed across all 16 job descriptions and the total (max

sum equal to 100) was subtracted from 101 in order to_re- of the

final scoring so that larger numbers would represent greater amounts of the attri-

sible

butes.

-7

16
Attribute Score = 101 - E Ri Ai

i=1
C--

= Classification number_of job dq,scription.
,

R = Rank assigned to a job description

A = 0 fr 1 depending upon whether the attribute
ng scored was pre-sent in a job ascription

A 9%

Summations of the four attribute scores were then computed to provide

indices of overall preference for Job:Str-uetural Attributes and' amount of those

attributes present in the individual's present job.
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Instructions to Subjects

Appendix A I

'APS Instruction Sheet

APS
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0

Open the manila envelope you have been given. Inside you will find 16 slips

of paper. On each slip is written a description of a job that you could conceivably

work on at some future4loint in time. We are interested today in finikIng out what

type of job you prefer. I want you -to read each job description and then put it into

one of the four categories marked "most preferred" to "least preferred" which
0

you see on the table in front of you. You don't have to place a specific number in

any of the categories. The categories are only there to help you sort out the job

descriptions. Once you have sorted all 16 job descriptions into the categories

you feel, best represent your ownpreferencb rwant you to take each pile individ-
..

t-nc1-7nsfihe job descriptions Within that pile so that your most preferred

job is pn top.and your least preferred job is on the bottom. When thii is corn-

**tts_ pleted, combine the four piles so that you have one pile of job ascriptions which

are ranked from your most preferred lob to your least prenrred.job.

Now look at the white sheet in front of you with "Q-sort" writtin'in the upper

left..hand corner. In the upper right hand corner,44Lint your name. In the spice

marked "trial # place the-number found in the upper left hand corner of your

manila envelope'. 'On the backside of each job description you will find a number.

Write that number in the space provided on the Q-Sort sheet starting with your

most preferted job and ending with your least preferred job. When you have com-

pleted this ranking procedure, place the job descriptions back in the envelope.

41_

.
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Instructions to Subjects
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Appendix A 11

ADS Instruction Sheet

ADS

Open the manila envelope you have been given. Inside you will find 16 slips

of paper. On each slip is written a possibl desc ption of your current Naval

job. We are interested in how you would describe that job. Specifically, we

wish to know which of_the descriptions provided you feel best fits the task on

which you w I want fou to read each job description and then place it into

onf the four categories marked "Describes Best" to "Describes Least" whicht

you,see on the table in front of you. You don't have to place a specific numb

in any of the categories. The categories are only there to help you sort

job descriptions. Once you have sortsortell all 16 job descriptions he categories

you fee best represent your-(; imp sions of your , I want you to take each

pile individually and rank the job desc ons within that pile so that the most -

descriptive statement is n e top and the least descriptive statement is. on the

bottom-:-When this is completed, combine the four piles so that you have on- ile
*

of job statements which_are ran ed from the beat descripSon of your job to the

least accurate description of your job.

Now look at the white sheet'in front of you with sox. written in the i.per

left hand corner. In the upper right hand cornerprint your name. In the space

marked "trial #" place the number found the upper left hand corner of your

manila envelope. On the backside of each job description, you will find a n

ber. Write that number in the space provided on the Q-SOrt sheet arting with

the best job description and ending with the least accurate job description. _When

you have completed this ranking procedure, place the jolfiescrifitions back in

the envelope.
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Appendix A

Monitoring Job Description

Monitoring Task - 6 Items Presented to Subjects on Separate Sheets of Paper

In Randomized Order

I usually get to choose which task I want to work on next, and there is
often more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am usually accountable
for the work that I do, and I often have to consider extensive information in
order to perform my job.

I usually get to choose which task I want'to work on next, and there is
often Tdre than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am usually accountable
for/ the work that I do, but I rarely have to consider extensive information in
older toperform my job.

I usually get to choose which task I want to work on next, but there is
.

rarely more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am usually accountable
for the work that I do, and I often have to consider extensive information in
order to perform my job.

I usually get to chooS'e which task I want to work on next, but there is
rarely more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am usuall accountable
for the work that I do, but I rarefy have to consider extensive information in
order to perform my job.,

,N

I usually get to choose which task I want to work on next, and there is often -
More than one way that I do my jolt. In addition, I am seldom accountable for
the work that I cjo, but I often haveT to consider extensive information in order
to per form'my job.

I usually get to choose which task I want to work on next, and there is often
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I ain seldom accountable for
the work that I do, and I rarely,have to consider extensive information in order
to perform my job.

I usually ket to choose vehich task I wAnt to work,on next, but there is rarely
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am seldom accountable_cor the
work that I do, but I often have to consider extensive information in order to per-
form my job.

43.8
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(Continued)
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I usually get to choose which task I-want to work on next, but there is
tliely more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am seldom accountabl
for the w5ik that I do, and I rarely have to consider extensive information in
order to perform my job.

I seldom get to choose which task I want to work on next, and there is rarely
more than ony way that I do my job. In addition, I am seldom accountable for
the work that I do, and I rarely have to consider, extensive information in order
to perform my job.

I seldom get to choose whiartask I want to work on next, and there is rarely
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am seldom accountable for
the work that I do, but I often have to consider extensive information in order

,,zito perform my job.

I seldom get to choose which task I want to work on next, but there is often
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am seldom accountable for
the work that I do, and I rarely have to consider extensive information in order
to perform my job.

I seldom get to choose which task I want to work on next, but there is often
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am seldom accountable for
the work that I dO, but I often have to consider extensive information ip4rder
to perform my job.

I seldom get to choose which task I want to work on next, and there is rarely
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am usually accountable for
the work that I do, but I rarely have to consider extensive information in order
to perform my job.

I seldom get to choose which task I want to work on next, and there is rarely
Nit more than one way that do my job. In addition, I am usually accountable for

the work that I do, and I often have to consider extensive information in order
to perform my job.

1 seldom get to choose which task I want to work on next, but there is often
more than one way that I do my job. In addition, I am'usually accountable for

e work that I do; but I rarely have to consider extensive inforniation,in order
perform my job.

I seldom.get to choose which task I want to work on next, but,there is often
more than one way that I do My sob. In addition, am usually' accountable.for
the work that I do, and I ofteti have to onsidei.extensive information iS order
to perfOrm my job.
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Appendix A IV

0.
Maintenance Job Descriptions

'Maintenance Task - 16 Itelns.44eSented to-Subj4cts on Separate Sheets of Paper

in Randomized Order

I usually get to choose which task I'm going,to work on next, and there is 7
often more than'one way.'that I can do my job. In addition, there is usually an
opportunity for me to learn new skills on my job, and I often get a change to.finish the job that I start. ..

I ually get to choose which task Pm going to work on
oit more than one way that I cando,my In,addition,
opportunity for me to learn new skill's on my job but I
finish the job that I start.

next ,nd there is
De is u ually an

Wince to

I usually get to choose which task PM going to work ext, big there is
rarely more than one way that I can do my job. In add on, there is usually an
opportunity for me.to learn new skills on In /job, and I often, get a chance to
finish the "job that I start.

I usually get fo choose, which task I'm going/to work on ne t, but there is
rarely more than one way that I can do my job./ In addition, here is usually_
an opportunity forme to learn new skills on ir job, tint I r ely get a chance
to finish the job that I start.

I usually get to choose which task P going to work next, and there is
often more than one way that I can do job. In aditi,n, there is seldom an
opportunity for me to learn new skill 4,n my job,ait. 'often get a chance to
finish the job that I start. 0

I usually get to choos 'which tap Pm go g to ork on next, and there is
often more than one -way. hat I canal/ j In addition, there is seldom an
Qpportnnity for me to arn new s b, and I rarely get a chance to
finish the job that I t.

t. I usually get to choose wh task I'm going to work on next, but thereis
rarely more than ne waythat I can do my job. In addition, there is seldom
an opportunity 'fo me to learn new skills on my job, but I often, get a chance

.,to finish 'the jo that I start.

I usuall get to choose which task Pm going to work on next, but there is':
rarely more than one vtiay.thVI can do my jo-b:-- In addition, there is seldom
an opportunity for me to learn new skills on my job, and I rarel t a, change
to finish the job' that sstart.

(0 I

0
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),seldom get to choose which task I'm going to work on next, and there is
.rarely more than one way that I can do my job. In addition, there Is seldom
, an opportunity for me,to learn new skills on my, job, and I rarely get a chance

to finish the job that I start.

I selcjom get to choose,?thich task I'm going to work on neFt, and.there is
rarely More than one way that I cans& my job. In addition, there is, seldom
an opportunity for me tg learn new skills on my jeb, but I often get a chance
to finish the job that I start.

I seldom get to choose which taskm going- to work on next, but there is
often more than one way that I can do my job. In addition, there is seldom an
opportual-ty Tor me to learn new skills on my job, and I rarely get a chance to
fiiiish the job that I start.

I seldom get to choose which task I'm going to work on next, but there is _

often more than one way that I can do my job. In addition, there is seldom an
opportunity, for me to learn new skills on my job, but I often get a chance to
finish the job that I start.

/ I seldom get to choose which task I'm going to work on next, and there is
rarely more thiti. one way that I can do my job. In addition, there is usually
an opportunit3iier me to 19.arn_new skills on my job, but I rarely get a chance
to finish thejob that Ttart.

I seldom get to choose which task I'm going to work on next, arid "there is
rarely more than one way that I can do my job. In addition, there is usually
an opportunity for one to learn new skills on my job, and I often get a chance
to finish the job that I start.

I, seldom get to choose which task Pm going to work on next, but there is
often more than one way that I can do my job. In addition, there is usually an
opportunity for me to learn new skills on my job, .but I rarely get a chance to
finish. the job that I start.

et td choose which task I'm going to work on next', but there.is
Often More than oneway I can do my job. In addition, there is usually an
opportunity for me to learn new skills on my job, and I often get a,chance tb
finish the job that I start. ;
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APS nswer Sheet Format.
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.Appie2dix A VI

ADS Answer Sheet Format.

esdribes Best

/

TRIAL

. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11.

12.

14.

15.

Describes Least " 16.

Name
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4
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a.

Job Number Rank
,.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

* 12.
*

13.

14.

-31r .
15.

16.

Appendix A VIII

A DS' - Score sheet

JOB DESCRIBED'

Name

L_4
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Appendix B

Biographical Info rmation

A

Name:

Sex: M

Age: Date of Hirt

Year in School: S Jr, 1l Sr.

/
In this first section, circle the answer to each question which

best describes you.

1. Which best describes your feelings when you last made a speech in

public? 't I

1. Did not make a good speech because of nervousness.
2. Nervous, but the present4tion was not affected.
3. Felt at ease..
II., Have never made a public speech.

2. How many hours a day of lei ure on weekdays do you have?

1. Under 1.
2. 1 to 3.
3. 4 to'5.
4. Over 5.

84
3. During your school years, id you find it difficult to do things you

wanted,Npuch as being ch sen as a member of an athletic team, school
club, or honor roll?

I I/
1

1. You succeeded witho t much effort.

2. You succeeded about as easily as most.
3. You,,,Ilad work har to succeed.

4. You tried very harl, and sometimes failed.
5. You failed.fr ently.

4. As you plan your caree , what is your primary goal?
.

-_/

1. Personal satisfaction.
2. Excitement and opportunity.
3. -Economic security. .

4. Pleasant.living or you and your family.
5. Something else.
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5. During your last couple of years i high school the number of hours

a week you averaged on part-time pgid jobs was -

1. None
2. 1 to 5.
3. 6 to 10.

4. .11 to 15.

5. 16 or more.
.

. 6. What is your attitude toward social gatherings?

1. You enjoy them thoroughly.
2. You enjoy them if they are not too frequent.
3. You are somewhat indifferent to them.
4. You believe they are a waste of time, but you go occasionally.

5. You avoid them as completely as possible.

7. -Please indicate which of the following betting situations you would
prefer if you were to wager $300 of your own money?

1. 1 chance in 6 to win $1,800.
2. 2 chances in 6 to win $900.
3, I chances in 6 to win $600.
4. 4 chances in 6 to win $450.
5. 5 chances in 6 to win $360.
6. You wouldn't consider betting under any conditions.

8. How enjoyable do you find it to talk to people you don't know?

1. Almost always enjoy it.
2. Usually enjby it.
'3. Occasionally enjoy it.
4. Do not usually enjoy it.
5. Almost never enjoy it.

9. How old were you when you had the first major responsibility for

choosing your own clotking?,

-41. In elementary school.
2. Irk junior high school.
3. In high school.
4: -In college,.
5. While in the service.
6. Do not remember.

ti

4,
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10. During the last couple of years the number of hours a week which I
spent on part-time paid jobs was -

,

1. None.
2. Less than 5.
3.. 5 to 10.
4. 10 to 20.
5. More than 20.

\

11. In the course of a week, which of the following gives you the greatest
satisfaction?

1. Being told you haiie done a good job.
2. Helping people solve their problems.
3. Being47ith your family and close friends.

-4. Having free time to use as you please.
5. None of.these.

12. Which of the following activities gave. you the greatest pleasure
while' in high school?

1. Participation in or attending organized high school sports
events.._

42. Socigrinteraction with other students - dancing, dating, etc.
3. Participation in organized school activities including plays,

band, and student government.
4. Achieving academic success and recognition:
5. None of 'these.

13. Which one of the following do you feel will be the most important
for your success?

1. Ability to get along with coworkers.
2; Ability to get along with supervisors.

3. Ability to organize details of work.
4. Skills and experience.
5. Ability to meet and deal with many people.

14. In the organizations you belong to, which best describes your
participation?

1. Am not very active.
2. Am an active member, but do not wish to hold official offiet.
3. Woilld like to hold an office, but have not as yet.,
4. Have held at least one important office.
5: Have held several important offices.
6. Do not belong to any organizations..

-16

% 6
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15. Where would. you belong in a list of 100 typical people in the kind
of job you can do best?

7

1. In the best 5 per cent.
2. In the upper third, but not in the best 5-per cent.

r- 3. In the middle third.
4. In the lowest third.
5. Have.t given it much thought.

16 Which of the following do you find the most satisfying?

1. A good discussion.
2. Working.
3. Reading.
4. Thinking over a problem.
5. None of these.

17. How fast do. you usually work?

1. Much faster than most people.'
2. Somewhat faster than most people.
3. flout the same speed as most- people.
4. Somewhat slower than most people.
5. Much slower than most peoole.

18. Do you consider your achievement to date to h'ave been:

1. Less than those who have'the same amount of education.
2. Equal to those who have the same amount of education.
3.\\ More than those who have the same amount of education.

19. How well do you like to be with people in a social setting?

1. Enjoy being with people very much - very rarely like to be by

yourself:
2. 'Usually enjoy being with others - prefer to be by yourself only

occasionally.
3. Like being with other people sometimes, and at other times prefer

to engage in private activit.ies.,
4. Prefer to engage in private activities, and only occasional do

you .like to be with other people.

20. How do you feel about your self-confidence?

1. You are very confident of yourself in any phase of activity.

2. You are quite confident of youiqilf in most phases of activity.

3. You have quite a bit of self-confidence about your intellettual

ability, but You are not as self-confident about your social
abilities.

4. Xou have quite a bit of self-confidence about your social ability,

butyou.are not s self - confident _about your intellectual ability.

5. You lack some self-confidence in both.intellectual amkelocial
e.4.3
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21. Does a hard day's work tire you out?

1. Much more than the
2. Somewhat more than
3. Somewhat less-than
4. Much less than the

52

average person my age.
the average person my
the average person my
average person my age.

22. With regard to taking risks, which best

1. Hardly ever take
2. Sometimes take a
3. Generally take a
4. I'ma gambler at

a "risk.

risk.
risk.

heart.

23. What would be the most important factor
employee for an increase or promotion?

age4
age.

describes you?

in you recommending an

1. Ability to get the work out.
2. Quality of work or technical competence.
3. Ability to get along'with people.
4. Ability to sell ideas and express himself.
5. Something else.

24. If you have a good idea, what about it is, most important to you?

1.. Seeing that it works.
2. Getting credit for it.
3. Seeing that it benefits the group.
4. Seeing how it affects related work.
5. Somethihg else.

25. How many hours a day do you spend in constructive work?

1. 6 or less.
2. About 8.
3. 9 or 10.
4. 11 or 12.

5. Over 12.

:26. During your life, what has your health and physical fitnes been?

1. Exceptionally good.
2. Good, suffering few minor illnesses.
3. About like the average person.

Somewhat of a handicap.
5. Definitely a handicap.

AM.



27. Would your choice of an ideal job be one which:
. 53

1. Allowed a great amount of interaction with, other people.

2. Would require working with a small gro
3. Would allow you to work closely with ne other person.

4. Would allow you to work by .yourself.'

28. Which one of the following factors do you believe to be the most
important in/determining whether a person in your profession will
be successful or not?

Oderal intelligence.
Int testi

sdnality.
4. A s ecial "knack" for the work.
5. Ability to understand how other people feel.
6. Extra personal effort
7.. Somdthing else.

29. When I earned my first money on a regular job (othef than from
members of my family), my age was -

1. Younger than 8.
2. 8 to 10.
I. 11 to 12.

4. 13 to 14.
.5.- 15"to 16. .

6. 17 to 18.
7. Older than 18.

r-

30. How well do you do most thing you didided to do? I

1. You almost always succeed_i'kt things you attempt and do them
better than most people could:

2. You often find you have bitten off more than you can chew and
haverto give up.

3. You usually get the things done that you attempt, but you seldom
do them as well as you want to.

4. .You find that you do most things as well as other people do.

31. What is the maximum time you would be willing t6 spend in traveling

to your job?

1. ,Not more than 30 minutes
2. 31 to 45 minutes._
3. 46 minutes tO,one hour.
4. 1 hour to 1 hour and 15 minutes.
5. 1 hour and 16 minuteS'to 1 hour and 30 minutes.
'6. More than an hour and one half.
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32. Which one of the following seems most important to you?

1. A pleasant home and family life.
2. A challenging and exciting job.
3. Getting ahead in the world..

4: Being active'and accepted in community affairs..

5. Making the most of,your particular ability.

For each question in the following section, circle all the answers which

describe you.'

33. In which of the following groups of social organizations have you
participated most frequently in recent years?- MARK AS MANY AS APPLY -

1. Athletic and recreation clubs - boWling, golf, lawn tennis, chess,
bridge, photography.

2. Fraternal and cultural societies - Elks, MaSons, K of C, 100Ft
YMCA, college fraternity, dramatics, debating, bible class, etc.

3. Civic and political organizations - Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions,
Chaitiber of Commerce, Young Republicans, American Legion, Parent-

. Teachers, etc.
4. Business organizations - Trade Union, Sales Club, American Manage-

ment-Association, professional societies, granges, etc.
5. Other kinds of organizations.
6. Not a joiner.

34., With respect to work habits, do you -MARK AS MANY AS APPLY

1. Work on a.regular schedule.
2. Work best under pressure:'
3; Work best when you are "in themood"..
4. Sometimes make notes to yourself-in.the middle of the night.
5. Have'a regular series of steps ybu follow in attempting to

solve a problem.

35. When you were in high school, did you participate in any of
t the follow-

ing clubs, societies, or activities? - MARK-ALL THAT APPLY -

1. Dramatics, .debating,.. or speech clubs.,

2. Fraternity or social groups.
3. Music, band,,chorus, orchestra, etc.
4. History or foreign language clubs.
5.. Math or science clubs.
6. Liter4ry, magazine, or newspaper.
7. Team spOrts.
8. Other sports.

4

9. Student government.
1.0. 'None of the above.

It
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:36. - How Many years h e you.been in the service?

.

.1. 0 to 1
2

.
: 1 to

3. 2' .to/-4
. ,;

4. 4tto
5'.

,
10 o' 0

8.

How many Mc e years
the present time?

1. . 0 to 1
2\ 1 to,2
3. ':2 to 4.

4 4 ,to 19,
5. 10 to 20

do you intend toe stay in the service bey6nd

-

38. Immediately following the termination of .yor present enlistment,
what are your job plans?

1. Continuing in th'e vy4periorming the same type of work -
. 8

ybu db _now e
.

2. 1 Continuing, in the avy, lAlt performing a different type
of work. - / -

i. Civilian job jperforming work similae to .the work you ',do

' -
.now.

. -. .

4: Civilian job performing a different type of work. ,

. ., .

.

. .

.,

..

t.

ry

r 1



AppendiX°.0

Descriptive Statistics for APS/ADS

Naval Monitoring Personnel)

.

.

Described

Responsibility:

Variety

Independence

Job Complexity

ADS/APS Total
.,

Job Structural'
-Attributes

. s

M
,

45.66a :
r/

33.60 ',
.

,

35.37

42.90
.

157.52

, .

SD

1t:21.,

1.0.79-

16.97

12.59

32.66
i

56

.
Preferred

' Job StruatUral.
"Attributes?,
s *,*

...,...-

.

.

. SD ' -,-
. 4',4_ ... __ .

41s. 50'1%1' 13 . 9.67:::. '4'.
) IN . *

.41

406 1 10.42
.

47..l0 f ,10.51

. ..

43:55 '1.0.38

. i..

V

171.31 ' 2.1.68

0

',.
nbsolute Non-Absoiu'te

-* Differences .Differences
-. M ' SD M SD .

Responsibility
(

11,3511 8.20 3.81 13.62
r. 4-0

.

Variety . ,k1.31. t 11.43 -7.24 14.45

Independenc e
s

20,00 15.50 ' 21.00 2.48

Job Complexity 9.79 '..6 -.76: 13.45

ADS/APS Total 52.45 30.:' -16.17 38.94

.

. '

.

%

. ...
,

Note. The possible mean score ranges for both Described Job Structural Attributes
and Preferred Job Structural Attributes included values from 1 to 65. Absolute Differences
scores could vary from 0 to 64, and Non-Absolute Differences scones dould range from
-64 to 64. . $ .

$ n = 29.

, -

.

, ,

.
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